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1. Coyariant derivative. 

This paper is a continuation of [1]. In [1] , we have studied some intrinsic 

properties of a Riemannian space Sn , which is the Gaussian spherical represen-

tation of a hypersurface V n immersed in an (n + l)-dimensional Euclidean space 

En+1 and the correspondence of the space Sn and V n. Here, we are going to 

find some more relations between Sn and V n by means of the covariant derivative 

and Lie derivative. 

Let gjj (x) and H ij (x) be the first and second fundamental quantities of v~ 

respectively, then the Gauss and Codazzi equations are stated as follows: 

(1. 1) Rijkl=HikHjl -Hj/ Hjk ’ 

(2. 2) H jj:k -Hik:j=O • 

Throughout this paper, the comma (,) and the semicolon (;) followed by 

indices denotes the ordinary and the covariant derivatives with respect to the 

Christoffel symbol of V n , respectively ‘ 

If we denote the metric tensor of Sn by Cjj (x) we h.ave [1] 

(1. 3) Cij =gabHaj H bj, 

ßy defining (H
ab

) as the inverse matrix of (Hab) , we have 

(1. 4) Cij =gabHai Hbj. 

Furthermore the Christoffel symbol 

are given by 
7T: ik and the curvature tensor A j~l of Sn 

(1. 5) 

(1. 6) 

π;k = HmI (Hmj. k - {삶) Haj) =Hm'(H mk, j- (펴j}H야)， 

A사1= _Ha, HbjR싫 . 

For any contravariant vector vi and covariant vector Vi, we have 

(1. 7) vt 1':J: V
i
" + H mi 

H ma,l Va 
• 

‘ 
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(1. 8) Vil1 =Vi;l- H ’”OH1Fi;I V。 , 

where solidus (1) followed by indiηes denotes the covariant derivative with 

respect to 따. 

1n general, 
follows: 

we cεn extend ab:we pro:ess of covariant differentiation as 

(1. 9) TQb cd -Tab --cd 
αß ... 'Yiill 얘 .'Y ii;1 

+Hms:1(H”iQTSb·--cd뼈 'Y ii + ... + H md T ab ... c늄 ̂ /ö) 

-H1Il S (Hmα;ITub ·cds3 --?6+---+Hm6;lT(lb cdrrR ?s) , 

where T ab ... cr/얘 .'Yo is the C'omp:ments of any mixed tensor of contra .. -ariam 

p -order and covariant q-order. 

As the particular case of the equation (1. 9) we have followings: 

(1. 10) 

(1. 11) 

(1. 12) 

gull=H,,lQ;l (H”ll gOJ + H ”iJg lQ ), 

gjjll= -H
",a(H

", i:lgaj+Hlllj;1 g ia)' 

H jjll = -Hij;1 ’ 
HIJ 

jl = -Hη.I 
’ 

(1. 13) C ijl1 =O=C끼 l. 
Making use of the Gauss equation (1. 1) and (1. 12) we have 

(1. 14) 

Hence we have 

A‘ =0. jklls 

TaEOREM 1. The space Stl is a symmetric sþαce for αny Riemα7ZYZZ.αn space 

Vn. 

2. A special homothetit tJoansformation. 

For an infinitesimal transformation (2. 1) in V" , the followrng equations hold 

[3]: 

(2 .1) 

(2. 2) 

(2 .3) 

(2. 4) 

갖1= x1+ 강dr , 

;ßgjk =~j:k +앓 :J ’ 

;ß{싸}=한j:k+Rj얼 :3 , 

;ßRjkl = (;ß (과}) :1- (;ß{jl}):k ' 

where the symbol ;ß denotes the Lie derivative. 

1 n the space V ’‘. with positive definite quadratic differential form 
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ds2 二 gij dxidxi , the infinitesimal tram:formation (2.1) 

the following relation holds 젠] 

(2. 5) .ßgij=σgiJ ’ 
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is calIed conformaI it 

where σ is a function of x. The conformal transformation with the constant σ 

is called homothetic. And the necessary and sufficient condition that the 

infinitesimal transformation (2. 1) to be homothetic is analytically represented 

by the following equations . 

(2. 6) ßgjk =σgjll ' ß (싸}=o. 

An infinitesimal transformation is called pseudo-homothetic if it is conformal 
transformation under which the curvature tensor is invariant, that is the 

following equations 

(2. 7) ßgjk =σgjk' .ßR늄1=0 , 

are simultaneously satisfied. 

From the equations (2. 2) and (1. 9) we have 

(2. 8) :ßCjk=ßgjk-2H"taHlllj:k~a' 

If the infinitesimal transformation (2. 1), which is conformal in Vn
’ 

is aIso a 

conformal transformation in 5"’ then there exists a function ψ(x) such that: 

(2. 9) σgJk 一2H”IQH,,lJ :kga = ψgabHajHbk' 

Multiplying gjk to the equation (2. 9) and summing for j and k , we have 

(2.10) ησ-2gJkH”iQH，，1J;k 화 =1lfgtlb glkHalHbk • 

By interchanging j and k in the equation (2.10) and subtracting it from 

(2.10) , we have following equation by means of the equations of Gauss and 
Codazzi: 

(2.11) ψ .R=O ， 

where R is the scalar curvature of V" Hence we have 
/ 

‘ 
ν 

THEOREM 2. The infinitesz'ηzal conlormal trαnslorηzation 01 α Riemallnian 

spαce V n with non vanishing scala1' cu1'vatu1'e is not an inlinitesiηzal c0%foyη1α/ 

t1'anslon’zation in 5’I il ψ does no/ νanish. 

COROLLARY. The inlinitesimal c011lor111al t 1'anslo1'η1Olio11 of a Riemanniaη 

spαζe Vn with non vanishing scala1' ζμ1'vatu1'e is a moUon in S" • 
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THEOREM 3. The homothetlc trαnsformαtion of α Riemαnnian space V 1’ 
μ'üh non vanishing scalαr curvature is not 

z"t ψ does not vanish. 
α homothetic trαnsfomation in Sn 

COROLLARY. The homothetic transformαtion 01 a Riemα%%Z.aη space vn 

wzïh non νanishz"ηg scalar curvature is a moiton in Sn. 

After some more direct calculation, the Lie derivative of π}k is given by 

(2.12) ￡π싸=.ß{싸} + (Ajka- Rjka)~a+H'nlHma:k 

-HmaHmj:k 학a+H1iIlHma;jg 앓 +HmiHma;j;k ea 

_HmiHnbH’‘1;k H ,,1a;b ga. 

If the equation Hi1=pgi1 holds, the equations (2. 8) and (2. 12) may be 

wntten as 

(2.13) .ßC jk =.ßg jk -2，φ-Irp:k ~i ' 

(2.14) .ß7l'늄=.ß{삶 +φ-1 φ :j:k t- φ-2φ:) φ;k ai +φ-1φ:) 학k ’ 

where the function rp of x is not equal to zero. Moreover by the equation (1. 6) 

we have 

(2.15) .ß강1= .ßR늄1 • 

Let us call the infinitesimal conformal transformation, the homothetic trans' 

formation, and the pseudo-homothetic transformation satisfying the equation 

H =￠g-- in lJ r 0 1J v n “ speàal conformal" , “ speàal homothetic" and “ speàal pseudo-

homothetz'c" respectively. 

Now let us find out the condition that a special infinitesimal conformal trans-

formation in V n is also a conformal transformation in (2.16) • If the conformal 

transformation .ßg jk =σgjk in 

satisfying the following 

vn is conformal in Sn there exists a function ψ 

(2.16) .ßCjk =ψCjk • 

By th0 equation (2.16) and (2.10) , we have 

(2.17) 

Conγersely ， 

the equation 

ψ=CJφ-2펀φγk ak

if the equation (2.17) and the first equation of (2.6) are satisfied, 

(2.16) should hold if the function φ satisfies the folIowing equation: 



(2.18) 

Hence we have 

Gaussia’‘ sþherical reþresentation 1I 

<P :a ~a gjk=nφ :k ~j . 
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THEOREM 4. lf the equation (2.17) αnd (2.18) hold simultaneously, the 

special in.껴.쩌lesimal conformal transformation in V" is a conformal one in 

Sn. 

By the equation (2.15) we have 

THEOREM 5. A special pseμdo-homothetz'c trαnsformation iη V n is a pseudo. 

homothetic transformαtion in S". 

For a special homothetic transformation in V n, if it is a homothetic trans-

formation in Sn, by the equations (2.14) , (2.17) and (2.18) we have following 

equation 

(2.19) φ. 1 (σ-증 gk ak log φ)=0 

where 때=격뿌. Hence we have 

THEOREM 6. lf a speczα1 homothetic tγαnsformation in V n is a homothetic 

one in Sn, ~k Òk log φ is a constanti f φ is not a constant. 

We treat here another property of S". Let ~ab ... cd be any harmonic tensor of 

vn, the following equations hold [3]: 

(2.20) r _，、

Ç[ab ... cd: >>I)-V , g。，ii gab · cd;m=0 , 

and ~ab ... cd is skew symmetric in all the indices. From the equation (1. 9) , we 

have 

(2.21) ~ab ... cdll = ~ab ... cd:I-H>>IJ(H>>Ia:1 ~jb ... cd 

+Hmb;l gor--cd+---+Hmd;l gab---ci) • 

By Codazzi relation (1. 2) we have 

(2.22) ~ [ab ... cd 1m) =0 , 

and ~mb ... cdlm =0 if the following equation hold: 
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(2.23) 

Hence we have 

HmJ 장 H I .... J. I • ..;, =0 . ç [b ... cdH Imkl :j] 

THEOREM 7. A necessary and sκf져'cient condition that a hαrmonic fcnsor 

~ab".cd in Vn to be a harmonic one in S ’‘ is given by the eqμαti on (2.23). 

COROLLARY. 11 we suppose the existence 01 the equαtz·Olz HIl=￠ij a?td φ 

Zs not constαnt， then a harmonic tensor in V ’t is also a hαrmonic one in S ‘. 

/ 
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